Radioelectric asymmetric stimulation of tissues as treatment for post-traumatic injury symptoms
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Background: For the past few years, treatment of contusions and associated symptoms, such as bruising, pain, and loss of function, has involved instrument-based therapies, ie, lasers, electromagnetic fields, and electrical stimulation. In this study, tissue optimization (TO) sessions were applied using a radioelectric asymmetric conveyor (REAC) for the treatment of contusions and associated symptoms.

Methods: Six subjects were treated with 12–18 sessions of REAC-TO applied to a traumatized anatomical area.

Results: In all cases, REAC-TO sessions were found to be effective for the treatment of post-traumatic injuries involving hematomas, hemorrhagic suffusion, and loss of function. In addition, REAC-TO treatments represented a rapid-acting analgesic associated with antiedematous, anti-inflammatory, and regenerative effects. These findings are consistent with the results of previous studies, and confirm the capacity of REAC-TO to provide almost immediate recovery of function in traumatized areas.

Conclusion: As previously demonstrated in vitro, REAC-TO is able to promote regeneration and repair processes in the human body. For six subjects experiencing local trauma, REAC-TO was effective in speeding the healing time of contusion symptoms and providing recovery of function.
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Introduction
For the past few years, treatment for contusions and associated symptoms, such as hematomas, pain, and loss of function, have used instrument-based therapies.1,2 These have involved the use of lasers, electromagnetic fields, and electrical stimulation.

During the acute phase of injury, bruising and pain are typically treated with the application of ice, while the intermediate phase involves topical treatments, such as painkillers and heparinoids. When loss of function is involved, rest and functional rehabilitation are often initially prescribed. Upon completion of this period, treatment with physiotherapy equipment can be used to improve symptoms further, especially when residual pain and loss of function remain. In this study, application of a new technology for biostimulation is described for the treatment of post-traumatic injuries.

Materials and methods
Radioelectric asymmetric conveyor
A radioelectric asymmetric conveyor (REAC, Convogliatore di Radianza Modulante, Italy) represents an innovative biostimulation technology creating a radiofrequency
field that can be applied to the body.3-4 Previously, this REAC technology has been applied to several areas of medicine, including brain stimulation,5-11 tissue stimulation,12 and neuromuscular stimulation.13-16

Tissue optimization

The REAC tissue optimization (REAC-TO) protocol consists of the application of 100 radiofrequency 2.4 GHz bursts, 0.5 seconds in duration, associated with a specific absorption rate (of 7 µW/kg). The radiofrequency bursts are spaced 4.5 seconds apart, and are applied using a special laminar aluminum probe in proximity to the skin (Figure 1). Each therapy session lasts about 10 minutes, and a REAC-TO treatment cycle generally consists of 12–18 therapy sessions. REAC-TO sessions have previously been shown to be effective in improving circulation, hydration, and tropism in the skin of the face in healthy subjects.12 In as yet unpublished research, use of REAC was shown to modulate the expression of genes and proteins involved in the differentiation of stem cells and embryonic mouse cells, and to improve tissue regeneration.17

Case 1

A 70-year-old woman was treated with oral anticoagulants after an accidental fall while descending a flight of stairs. The fall resulted in a significant hematoma, with hemorrhagic suffusion present in the buttocks (Figure 2) and inguinal canal (Figure 3), resulting in significant pain in the traumatized areas. Immediately following the trauma, the subject started treatment with REAC-TO. Two sessions were performed per day, one hour apart, for six days. No other therapy was locally applied while REAC-TO treatments were being conducted. Following the first session, a rapid improvement were observed in the subject’s condition, and in her level of pain. As a result, an almost full recovery was achieved within six days (Figures 4 and 5).
Case 2

A 60-year-old man sustained an accidental trauma involving a fall on the chest, which resulted in an underarm, subfascial hematoma (Figure 6). The transverse diameter was approximately 13 cm, and a conspicuous ecchymotic suffusion extended to the iliac wing (Figure 7). As a result of this trauma, the subject experienced severe pain when breathing and restricted arm movement ipsilateral to the lesion. Immediately following the trauma, the subject started treatment with REAC-TO. Two sessions were administered daily one hour apart on alternate days. A total of 18 sessions was conducted over three weeks. Following the first treatment, the pain experienced by the subject was sufficiently reduced to eliminate further treatment with painkillers. Furthermore, while the subject underwent REAC-TO treatments, no other therapy was administered locally. Following completion of treatment, the ecchymotic suffusion was completely resolved (Figure 8), and the hematoma present in the underarm was almost completely resolved (Figure 9). Moreover, the subject achieved full functional recovery of arm movement.

Case 3

A 30-year-old male experienced a crush injury to his right leg, with a conspicuous pretibial hematoma extending the length of the affected limb (Figures 10 and 11). Severe pain and functional loss of leg movement were reported. Treatment with REAC-TO was started two days after the injury, and included 18 consecutive daily sessions. After the first
treatment, a significant decrease in pain and functional recovery was reported, eliminating the need for painkillers. While REAC-TO treatments were underway, no additional local therapy was applied. Following completion of the REAC-TO treatments, modest local edema and slight discoloration from hemosiderin deposition remained (Figures 12 and 13). However, total recovery of limb function was achieved.

![Figure 8](image-url) Male 60 years old, accidental trauma, with fall on the chest. After 18 REAC-TO treatment in three weeks.

![Figure 9](image-url) Male 60 years old, accidental trauma, with fall on the chest. After 18 REAC-TO treatment in three weeks.

![Figure 10](image-url) Male 30 years old, crushing accidental trauma on right leg. Before REAC-TO treatment.

![Figure 11](image-url) Male 30 years old, crushing accidental trauma on right leg. Before REAC-TO treatment.
Case 4

An 18-year-old man fell accidentally on a staircase, and experienced traumatic impact to the distal third of his right leg. As a result, the subject developed a conspicuous ecchymotic suffusion that extended to the tibiotalar joint and heel (Figures 14 and 15). Severe pain and loss of function were reported. REAC-TO treatments were started immediately following the trauma, with two sessions conducted daily for 12 days. Following the first treatment, a significant reduction in pain and functional recovery were reported. During REAC-TO treatments, the subject also did not receive any other local therapies. After 12 days, complete functional recovery of the tibiotalar joint was achieved, and the ecchymotic suffusion was resolved (Figures 16 and 17).

Case 5

A 35-year-old man accidentally fell from a ladder, resulting in a conspicuous ecchymotic suffusion that affected the tibiotalar joint, and was associated with a hematoma in the heel (Figure 18). Severe pain and loss of function in the traumatized limb were reported by the subject. REAC-TO treatments were started immediately, with two sessions conducted daily for...
a total of 18 sessions. Following completion of the first treatment, a significant reduction in pain was reported, and sufficient functional recovery was achieved to enable the patient to walk. The patient did not require further treatment with painkillers. Thirty days after the start of treatment, complete functional recovery of the tibiotarsal joint was demonstrated, and resolution of the hematoma in the heel was achieved. Recovery of salient bone features in the joint was also observed (Figure 19).

**Case 6**

A 28-year-old man was hit by a car, resulting in a conspicuous ecchymotic suffusion that extended throughout the entire leg (Figures 20 and 21). Loss of function of the leg and significant pain were reported by the subject. REAC-TO sessions were started immediately, with two sessions conducted daily for 18 sessions. Following the first session, the subject reported immediate pain relief and demonstrated early functional recovery of the leg. The subject did not require further treatment with painkillers. During REAC-TO treatments, no additional local therapy was applied. Fourteen days after the start of treatment, functional recovery of the limb was observed and complete resolution of the suffusion was achieved (Figures 22 and 23).

**Results**

The images presented here for subjects here clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of REAC-TO, with recovery achieved following post-traumatic injuries involving resolution of hematomas and hemorrhagic suffusion. In addition, almost immediate and progressive recovery of loss of function was observed, with REAC-TO treatments representing
a rapid-acting analgesic. REAC-TO treatments were also associated with antiedematous, anti-inflammatory, and regenerative effects.

**Discussion**

The cases and results presented in this study are representative of those achieved in our clinics with the application of REAC-TO to post-traumatic injuries. REAC-TO has shown efficacy in speeding the healing time of post-traumatic injuries compared with the time usually required for similar traumas treated with prompt functional recovery and rapid-acting analgesics. Furthermore, this treatment approach represents a noninvasive, painless, and safe treatment that provides functional recovery.

**Figure 20** Male 28 years old, hit by a car. Before REAC-TO treatment.

**Figure 21** Male 28 years old, hit by a car. Before REAC-TO treatment.

**Figure 22** Male 28 years old, hit by a car. Images taken at follow-up done after 14 days from the end of treatment course, with 18 REAC-TO sessions performed in nine days.

**Figure 23** Male 28 years old, hit by a car. Images taken at follow-up done after 14 days from the end of treatment course, with 18 REAC-TO sessions performed in nine days.
Conclusion
REAC-TO treatments are easy to administer, associated with rapid and effective action, especially in reducing pain and loss of function, and effective at any depth of damaged tissue. As such, REAC-TO represents a valuable tool in the treatment of various injuries, including emergency traumatic conditions.
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